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WSMC High School State Competition
The Popping Tube
Team Problem
April 27, 2002

WSMC High School Regional Competition
The Sales Manager
Team Problem
March 20, 2002
In this age of fast foods, dough for baked goods is prepared and packaged in a cardboard tube.  One smack of the tube on the edge of the counter and the tube pops open and the dough is ready to use.  Of interest is the construction of the tube.  Instead of a rectangular piece of cardboard rolled into a tube, it is a non-right angle parallelogram.  In fact the parallelogram is usually not equilateral.  

Given a cardboard parallelogram of this sort (usually non-rectangular and not equilateral), it is possible to roll the parallelogram into a tube two different ways. Assume the acute angle of the parallelogram is Ø degrees, one side is x units, and the area of the cardboard parallelogram is A units squared.  

Assuming the size of the top and bottom of the tube is not a concern, answer the following questions:

1.	Given Ø is 45°, X=15 units, and A=100 square units, what is the volume of the two possible tubes?  Show work to support your answer.
2.	When the cardboard is a parallelogram that has the same volume when rolled into a tube either way, express x as a function of Ø.  Assume that A is a constant.  What are the special characteristics of the parallelogram in this case?
3.	When the cardboard parallelogram is equilateral, explain what happens to the volume of one of the rolled tubes as Ø decreases.  Again assume A is a constant.  Use words, numbers, and/or diagrams to justify your answer.
4.	Assume the two possible tubes made from the same cardboard parallelogram have the same volume and A is still a constant.  For which value(s) of Ø will the volume(s) be a maximum?  A minimum? Use words, numbers, and/or diagrams to justify your answer.

You will be scored as follows:
Understands and Applies Mathematical Concepts and Procedures
	• Measurement:	6 pt -	Uses appropriate area and related formulas; shows understanding of how a change in one dimension affects other dimensions and measurements
	• Algebraic Sense: 	6 pt -	Uses appropriate formulas to determine unknowns

	• Geometric Sense:	3 pt -	Shows understanding of the relationships between the dimensions of the parallelogram and the tube formed when the parallelogram is rolled

Reasons Logically - 4 pt
	• Appropriately analyzes information and presents a thorough and systematic verification

Solves Problems - 4 pt
 	•	Shows understanding of the problem, uses appropriate strategies, and correctly completes required items

Communicates Understanding - 5 pt
	•	Presentation is clear, organized, and easy to follow; appropriate labels are included

 Total Points - 28 possible

The Popping Tube - Rubric for Scorers
Note:  On 2-point items, 2 - meets given criteria, 1-partially meets given criteria.
1.  (8 points)

•	Measurement:	2 pt - Uses appropriate area and related formulas.  For example:
			Area of parallelogram - uses A=bh to find h (b=x)
			Circumference - uses C = 2πr to find r, etc.

•	Algebraic 	1 pt - Uses appropriate method to determine unknown side of parallelogram 
	Sense	2 pt - Accurately determines volumes of 2 tubes to be 119.5 and 74.93

•	Geometric 	1 pt -	Shows understanding that a side of the parallelogram is equivalent 
	Sense		to the circumference of the tube (cylinder)

•	Communicates	1 pt - Labels volumes with "cubic units"
	Understanding:   1 pt - Work is organized and easy to follow

2.  (8 points)

•	Measurement:	2 pt - Uses appropriate area and related formulas.  For example:
			Area of parallelogram-uses A=bh to find h (b=x)
			Circumference - uses C = 2πr to find r, etc.

•	Algebraic 	1 pt - Uses appropriate method to determine unknown side of parallelogram 
	Sense	1 pt - Sets the formulas for the volumes of the two tubes equal
		1 pt - Accurately finds x = (A/sin Ø)^.5

•	Geometric 	1 pt -	Shows understanding that a side of the parallelogram is equivalent 
	Sense		to the circumference of the tube (cylinder)
		1 pt - Identifies the parallelogram as a rhombus or as equilateral

•	Communicates	1 pt - Work is organized and easy to follow
	Understanding:  

3.  (5 points)

•	Measurement:	2 pt - Shows understanding of how a change in the angle affects the volume 
			of the rolled tube

•	Reasons	2 pt - Shows effective reasoning through systematic, thorough, and
	Logically:		 effective analysis and verification

•	Communicates	1 pt - Work is organized and easy to follow
	Understanding:  

4.  (7 points)

•	Solves 	2 pt - Uses appropriate strategy, such as using trigonometry, a table, 
   Problems:		a graph, derivatives, etc.
		1 pt - Determines that the volume is a maximum as Ø approaches 0 degrees
		1 pt - Determines that the volume is a minimum as Ø approaches 90 degrees

•	Reasons	2 pt - Shows effective reasoning through systematic, thorough, and
	Logically:		 effective analysis and verification

•	Communicates	1 pt - Work is organized and easy to follow
	Understanding:  
	
Total Points (28 possible)
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Team Problem Answer Sheet 
Only this page will be evaluated.  You may use front side only.  You might want to draft your answer on scratch paper first.
School Name _________________________ Team Number __________

Name________________________	Name ________________________

Name________________________	Name ________________________



Sample Solution to 'The Popping Tube'
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1.
V1 = πR2H = π(X/(2π))2 A/X = AX/4π = 100(15)/4π = 119.36 units cubed.

V2 = π(A/(2πX sinØ))2 X sinØ = A2/(4πX sinØ) = 10000/(4π(15)sin(45°)) = 75.026 units cubed.
	


2.
V=πR2H
V1=π(X/(2π))2 A/X = AX/4π
V2=π(A/(2πX sinØ))2 X sinØ = A2/(4πX sinØ)

The volumes are equal when 
AX/4π = A2/(4πX sinØ) or X2=A/sinØ therefore when X > (A/sinØ)0.5.
When the volumes are equal when the parallelogram is equilateral (a rhombus) so that it does not matter which way it is rolled.



 3. 
The parallelogram is equilateral when X = A/X sinØ  or X = (A/sinØ)0.5. Replace X with (A/sinØ)0.5 in V = AX/4π yielding V= A3/2 /(4π(sinØ)0.5).  since we are dividing by sinØ, and sinØ decreases when Ø decreases (0<Ø<90°), the volume increases.



4.  
This has a minimum when sinØ is maximum.  Between 0° and 90° that happens at 90°.  There is a minimum when sinØ is a maximum.  That happens when Ø is 0°.



